
Topic 10

International pricing & 
distribution strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The role of pricing in international marketing is analogous to the selection and purchasing of a fine expensive wine. In the same way as wine to be tasted is sipped rather than gulped, international price setting requires research to establish the most appropriate price to charge. Just as the making of fine wine is a compromise between the objectives of the winemaker and the wishes of the consumers, so the setting of prices in international markets is a compromise between the strategic objectives of the firm and the estimated demand at various price levels. The winemaker does not totally control the price to be charged because of the requirement to add excise or sales taxes and prices charged for products sold in other countries are often regulated by governments. There are elements such as import duties which add to the price and the consumer’s perception of value over which the Asia–Pacific supplier has no control.



Learning objectives

• Assess the importance of the pricing decision in the international 
context

• Learn how to apply a range of alternative international pricing 
strategies

• Discuss factors that must be considered in setting prices
• Compare different approaches to setting international prices so as 

to ensure an optimal outcome
• Appreciate the variety of payment terms and techniques that 

operate in international marketing
• Determine the constraints that apply to setting international prices
• Appreciate the role of international pricing for the global firm and 

the rationale for transfer pricing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After completing this section of the Topic you should be able to:



Introduction

• Research is key to any international pricing strategy

• Compromise between company objectives and market 
demand realities

• Government regulations play a key role

• Consumers’ perception of value is crucial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pricing is one of the greatest uncertainties in managing the marketing mix in international marketing due to the complex variables that often determine the strategy to be used.



Internal factors:
• Strategy and practices
• Goals
• Costing policy
• Degree of internationalisation

External factors:
• Competitors and levels of demand
• Government regulations
• Exchange rates and economic conditions

Complexities of international pricing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of interrelated internal and external factors need to be considered when setting prices.Internal variables affecting the pricing decision include the firms’ overall strategy and practices such as the corporate goals, the degree to which the company can control the price to consumer, the company’s approach to costing, and factors such as whether export is simply an extension of domestic sales or core to the company. External variables affecting price include actions by competitors, level of demand, legal constraints, government regulations and general economic conditions.



International pricing issues

Role of price
• Produce revenue

• Relationship between price and demand

• Relationship between price and perceived value - set 
price at equivalent or below perceived value

Reference prices
• The price buyer pays or sees being demanded 

• Not constant, modified by market experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The role of price Price is the only marketing variable that generates revenue.Demand for a product and its price are inversely related, depending on price elasticityPrice creates the perceived value in a product. Reference prices A reference price is one that buyers expect to pay prior to purchase.Reference prices are not constant and are modified by experience.Buyers in international markets establish a range of prices around which the reference price evolves.



International pricing issues (cont.)

Nature of the pricing decision
• Price is the only variable in the international mix that 

can be changed at short notice
• Form of market entry will determine who sets the price –

firm or intermediary
• Flexibility to set prices depends on nature of the 

product, capacity of consumers to afford the product and 
level of competition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prices can be changed faster than other marketing mix elements.The foreign market entry strategy will decide whether the price of the product is determined by intermediaries or the product’s manufacturer.Different pricing objectives and pricing strategies are usually adopted for new products compared to existing products.



Nature of the pricing decision: Overview

• Firm’s factors

• Customer factors

• Environment factors

• Distribution channel factors

• Competition factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pricing decision in international marketing is impacted on by diverse often intertwined variables which require thorough investigation. These are explored further in the following slides.



Impacts on price setting: 
Firm’s factors

Nature of the product or industry
• Specialised or technically advanced products vs. 

‘me too’ products
• Fluctuations in the price of raw materials
• Servicing requirements

Location of production facilities
• Ability to supply from a variety of sources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other factors affecting pricing decisions include the nature of the product. A technically advanced product or specialised product is likely to have fewer competitors. Other industries face dramatic fluctuations in price e.g. coal and other commodities. The level of service attached to the product will also affect price. The location is another factor. If the company has operations in more than one place it is easier to respond to fluctuating exchange rates and changes in costs of inputs. 



Impacts on price setting: 
Customer and distribution factors

Customer factors
• Price as an element of the overall purchase

Distribution channel factors
• Chosen system of distribution

• Influences the degree of control over price
• Number of intermediaries in channel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer factors - Pricing reflects not only the value of the tangible product but also the bundle of attributes that come with the purchase of the product, e.g. delivery, warranty, installation.In an international context different consumers in different countries will seek different attributes, which in turn affects the final price of the product.Distribution channels can dictate prices and change the control over price to the final customer. Aspects such as the number of intermediaries in the distribution channel and distance from market will also have a bearing on price, as each intermediary will add their margin to the price they pass on. 



Impacts on price setting: 
Environment factors

Culture
• Influences bargaining over price
• Interest regarded as a usury
• Price viewed as a surrogate indicator of quality
• Acceptability of ‘loading the price’ to cater for 

various pay-offs

Location and environment
• Influences operational costs of exporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Culture is another significant factor when price setting. The issue of whether the price can be negotiable is important. Also in some cultures price is seen as an indicator of quality.  In some countries interest is regarded as usury and is illegal e.g. Islamic marketsImpacts on price because of the costs of market research, market visits, and communication with and promotion in the market. Climates in some countries can influence pricing and some products may require additional packaging due to climatic conditions. This may add to the cost of the product. Further, economic conditions found overseas, such as inflation and exchange rates, influence how products are priced.



Australian government regulations
• Export inspection costs
• Conforming to domestic product standards
• Local taxes

Impacts on price setting: Environment factors (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly even Australian government regulations such as export inspection costs and legislation requiring manufacturing to conform to certain standards will have a bearing on price in a new market. The effect of local taxes in the country where the product is being exported can increase the end price of the product.



Impacts on price setting: Technology

• Internet lowers the cost of acquiring information
• Reduces transaction costs
• Links exporters directly with international buyers
• Provides consumers with customised offering
• Government power of pricing is reduced
• Exposes firms to increasing competition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital communication tools can have significant impacts on a firm’s ability to control their pricing in a new market. While this channel can reduce costs for a seller, it also exposes customers to a greater variety of information and potential sources for satisfying their needs.



Competition in foreign markets
• Consider competitors’ prices

• Market entry and reaction by competitors

Impacts on price setting: Competition factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Competition and the price of substitutes are other important factors in pricing situation. How competitors will react to changes in price may affect the organisation. A product entering an international market for the first time is likely to face severe price competition. Is the international marketer of this product able to sustain this competition in the long term?



Factors influencing the setting of international 
prices

• Supplier marketing strategies
• Distributors’ considerations
• Trade buyers’ considerations
• Competitive activity
• Market environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some additional factors that may also impact on the development of an effective pricing strategy.In addition to the factors listed on the previous slides, a proactive international  marketer will also investigate these elements in the external environment which could impact on choice and success of a pricing strategy.



Preliminary planning – Price Strategy

Preliminary planning

• Within context of the firm’s strategy, objectives, and market 
conditions

Possible objectives:

• Acceptable return 

• Image 

• Avoid competitor reactions 

• Defend existing position

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basis of a pricing strategy is to first establish corporate objectives and pricing strategies in the foreign markets. These need to be set in the context of the firm’s overall corporate objectives, strategy and accounting for the impact of market conditions. Next we may determine the objectives for our pricing strategy in this new market.Options include:Acceptable return – setting a desired profit margin for the business expansion over a certain period of time, then aiming the pricing strategy to obtain that marginImage – as price is often used as an indicator of quality when customers are unfamiliar with the product, we may base our strategy on this key variable. For example, a $50 t-shirt would be seen as a luxury and perhaps more desirable than a $10 t-shirt that otherwise looks the same.Avoid competitor reactions – pricing too low in a market with high competitive intensity may provoke competitors into a price war, benefiting neither business.Defend existing position – a defensive strategy is usually about maintaining market share in the face of competition. Often this leads to a lower pricing strategy.



Preliminary planning: Pricing strategy options

• Price skimming
• Set high initial price to recoup costs

• Market pricing
• Set price similar to comparable products

• Penetration pricing
• Set price low to gain market share

• Product line pricing
• Sell one element of the line cheaply to stimulate sales

• Relationship pricing
• Flexibility to modify pricing to develop long term 

relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 4 main approaches to price setting, and one new developing approach:Price skimming – where organisations obtain the highest price in the expectation of a short term high return. (Like taking the cream off the top of milk). This is ONLY successful where the offering is a unique product for which customers are willing to pay a high price. It assumes the competition will react sufficiently slowly before prices are forced down.Market pricing – involves pricing products in line with similar products already in market. This approach assumes the life cycle for the product is long enough to make market entry viable.Penetration pricing – offer low price to build sales volume and market share quickly. Requires mass market to price sensitive customers and generally favoured by industries which have falling production and marketing costs as sales volume rises.Product line pricing – one element in line sold cheaply so as to stimulate sale of related item (e.g. X-box consoles are sold below cost in the expectation that the company will make its profits on its sale of games).Relationship pricing - driven by the notion that the relationship with the customer should be long term and beneficial to both parties. Initial prices may be lower to gain trial, but then negotiated to a point of greatest mutual benefit.



Preliminary planning: Market conditions and pricing 

• What segments is the firm concerned with?

• Who are its major international competitors?

• What are the competitive strengths of the international 
competitors?

• Why and how do the international consumers buy?

• What are the major segments in the international market for the 
product/ service?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before determining which pricing strategy has the highest likelihood of success in the new market, answers should be obtained to these questions about market conditions:



Terms of sale (Incoterms)

• EXW: Ex-works - price at factory

• FAS: Free alongside ship - priced to delivery to port

• FOB: Free on board - priced to delivery and loaded 

• CFR: Cost and freight - goods priced landed; no insurance or 
customs clearance etc.

• CIF: Cost, insurance and freight - goods priced landed and 
insured

• DDP: Delivery duty paid - goods priced door to door

• Balance risk for buyer vs. risk for seller

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set by the International Chamber of Commerce, the Incoterms® rules have become an essential part of the daily language of trade. They have been incorporated in contracts for thesale of goods worldwide and provide rules and guidance to importers, exporters, lawyers, transporters, insurers and students of international trade.www.iccwbo.org/products-and-services/trade-facilitation/incoterms-2010/the-incoterms-rules/



Terms of payment

• Based on degree of risk exporter/seller willing to assume and 
terms of sale preferred

• Extent of credit, competitive tool/raises costs, assess credit 
risk

• Common terms of payment include:
• Consignment

• Open account

• Documents against acceptance

• Documents against payment

• Letter of credit (LC)

• Confirmed letter of credit

• Cash in advance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terms of payment are extremely important as they impact on how payment is received. In addition:The terms of payment reflect the degree of risk the exporter is willing to assume and the terms of sales that are most preferred.Sometimes the terms of the payment are equally as important as the final price of the product.The most attractive to an exporter is cash in advance as there is no risk of non-payment and funds are immediately availableThe most common form is letter of credit. Issued by a bank at the request of the buyer following deposit of the funds in the bank, it is a promise by the bank to pay the seller on completion of the contract. There are various forms:irrevocable or revocable – cannot be cancelled or changed without the agreement of the exporterconfirmed or unconfirmed – a third party (usually another bank) provides a guarantee that payment will occur at the right amount irrespective of currency fluctuationsrevolving or non-revolving – an ongoing relationship with the bank or a one-off transaction



Table 15.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table illustrates different payment methods and the way risk is shifted from buyer to seller as payment is deferred and goods are shipped before payment is received.



International price setting

Cost recovery strategy
• Full costing

• Marginal costing

Two traditional approaches to set international market 
prices:
• Cost plus pricing - the floor price, ignores overseas market

• Market based pricing - products/competitors exist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The price setting options most favoured by firms in the international marketplace are full cost pricing, marginal cost pricing and marketplace pricing.Full cost pricing involves calculating the full cost of production, sales and marketing (both fixed and variable costs) and adding on an additional amount to generate a profit. Solberg, Stottinger & Yaprak (2006). argue that this approach is the approach favoured by less experienced exporters trying to minimise their financial riskMarginal cost pricing is when a firm charges the cost of producing the extra units for the international market. A firm will have already established production costs. If it then produces 100 extra units to export, then the price charged to the overseas market is just the additional cost of producing these extra units. Marketplace pricing involves taking the competitors’ price as a base and making adjustments e.g. up for higher quality or down for penetration pricing. This approach requires careful research of the market. Of concern to marketers in price setting is ensuring that the right message about the product is being portrayed. In markets where price signals quality and buyers are unfamiliar with the product then the wrong price can send the wrong message about the product to the market. Generally the Western approach to pricing tends to be to work out the production costs (fixed plus variable costs) and then charge a price which will enable the firm to cover these costs and make a profit i.e. the “full cost” model. Marketplace pricing tends to be more favoured by the Japanese who instead identify what the price should be in the market they are entering based on the competitive situation, consumer behaviour and environmental factors. They then work backwards to try to match their production costs to meet this price and still achieve a profit. They tend to take a longer term view of pricing than western firms. In the long run, price will need to cover ‘full cost’ (that is, cash operating costs plus an adequate return on investment) for the company to survive and keep its shareholders satisfied. In the short run, price may be set to return cash operating costs plus a marginal contribution to overheads, and so forth (in order to gain market share, accommodate supply/demand imbalances and recessionary cycles, or increase output to gain economies of scale, and so forth). If a firm has spare capacity in the short term, then it may decide to marginally cost exports. However, if the export price is lower than the domestic price then there is an increasing risk that the importing country may take anti-dumping action against the supplier. It can also result in gray markets occurring if price is lower in one market than another. 



International price setting (cont.)

• Optimal price setting
• Demand and supply

• Decision analysis

• Mismanagement of price setting
• Different prices across countries

• Incompetent/opportunistic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optimal price setting Forces of demand and supply determine how much of a product is sold and at what price. This in turn determines relative profit levels per unit sold.Firms need to establish a floor price and ceiling price for their product in each international market. From this the profit per unit can be established and the likely probability that the product will be sold at various price points between the floor and ceiling price. Mismanagement of price setting Mismanagement of price setting can:send the wrong signal to the prospective buyerresult in different prices being charged in different countries (without substantive reasons for the difference in the prices), leading to ‘grey markets’.



International price setting (cont.)

Response to price changes in international 
markets
• Maintain price until trend appears

• Reduce price

• Reduce number of intermediaries

• Raise price - improve product – reposition

• Price reduction as an entry barrier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a foreign firm enters an overseas market, the domestic firm(s) may act to protect their position by dropping prices resulting in price wars.  Firms have the option of holding off to see whether this is a short term drop in price or likely to be permanent. They can reduce their price to less than cash operating costs, but this will obviously have an adverse affect on cash flow and is not sustainable for lengthy periods. They can raise their price but justify the increase by offering an improved product or bundle of products and service thereby enhancing perceived value. Alternatively firms can try to reduce costs for example by reducing the number of intermediaries in the distribution channel, establishing a sales office in country to replace local agents, offering an economy version of their product, cutting production costs by manufacturing or assembling in an overseas location, modifying the product to reduce tariffs etc.Reducing price may act as a barrier to entry to other firms. If they do not have the ability to match your low price, they will find the market unattractive.



International price setting (cont.)

Alternative approaches to price setting
• Charge for the service rendered rather than the product

• Tangible elements and bundled elements 

• Concept - ‘augmented product’

• Level of service required

• Determine appropriate bundle of benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternative approach to international pricing is to charge for the service rendered rather than the product.This approach reflects the value of the augmented product, not just the tangible product.Fixed costs are converted to variable costs, adding to the appeal of the product.For example, airlines are charged for plane tires on a per-landing basis. As the tires are only used when landing or taking off, rather than charging per tire and having airlines keep inventory, the tire manufacturer simply tracks the number of landings for each plane and replaces the tires at the appropriate moment. 



International price setting (cont.)

Japanese approach - highly successful
• Calculate price to achieve dominance
• Set target costs to be achieved - use value engineering 
• Cost reduction focus - PLC
• Get the most out of marketing the product

Foreign currency fluctuations
• Which currency is transaction quoted in?
• Affect on export and import prices
• Hedge currency - costs?
• Companies with multiple overseas production facilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the traditional approach to price setting begins with costs and then add margin, the Japanese begin with a target price consumers are willing to pay, calculate an appropriate margin within that price, and thus determine a target cost. They then develop or modify the product to meet that cost point. Throughout the PLC, Tthey tend to have a cost-reduction focusCurrency fluctuations can lead to windfall profits or losses in overseas markets.International marketing firms can stabilise the effect of currency fluctuation by hedging against price changes.Similarly, the international marketing firm can negotiate an international trade transaction in a relatively stable currency (e.g. $US), thus decreasing the likelihood of severe fluctuations.



Price changes strategies (cont.)

• Cost-related alternative approaches include:
• Reduction of intermediaries
• Elimination of costly features
• Product modification
• Switching from full cost to marginal cost
• Relocating manufacturing base to cheaper location
• Allow grey markets in markets with declining sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other side of any pricing equation is costs. This slide lists some alternative pricing approaches that focus on reducing an organisation’s costs so that they can reduce their price, or increase profit margin.



Constraints on setting prices

Restrictive trade practices
• What are they?

Administered pricing by governments
• Subsidise prices
• Dictate prices 
• Tariff barriers

Competitors
• Collude - fix prices
• Industry groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firms may not always be able to charge the price they wish. Factors which influence this include: organisations within the country which can affect the cost. In Australia the ACCC is one such bodyoverseas government policies to protect domestic markets. Restrictive trade practices Restrictive trade practices related to pricing will vary from one country to the next, however examples of these practices include:price fixing (horizontal and vertical)allocating or dividing up marketsexport or import cartelsboycottsmonopolies or monopolising practicesprice discriminationmergers and consolidationsprice discrimination. Administered pricing This is where the foreign nation’s government dictates the prices that the international marketing firm can charge for its products in a certain country.This is usually done to achieve some form of political objective.Foreign governments can control the price of imported products by prescribing floor prices, ceiling prices and margins.



Constraints on setting prices (cont.) 

Dumping
• Gain market share 
• Surplus production
• Paradox exists - consumers vs. industry

Devaluation and revaluation of currencies

Inflation
• Price adjustments
• Careful consideration to promotion, credit, warehousing costs
• Customer commitment to purchases?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dumping Refers to the practice of selling product internationally at a price lower than the current domestic value in the country of origin.Dumping is coming under closer scrutiny from the World Trade Organization.There are three main types of price dumping:predatory dumping – intent is to gain market share. Common dispute in WTO between USA and Chinasporadic dumping – occasional and may be driven by excess inventoryunintentional dumping – usually caused by time lags between date of transaction and date of arrival of goods, when currency fluctuations mean the sale price is now below cost of production in the buyer’s country Inflation Inflation is an increase in the costs of goods and services over a given period of time.Some nations have low, stable inflation rates (e.g. USA 1.5%, Australia 2.4% and Japan 0.91%) whilst other nations have chronically high inflation rates (e.g. Syria 50% and Argentina 10.5%).A nation’s inflation may make some imported products unaffordable, hence a foreign nation’s inflation rate needs constant monitoring by the exporting firm.



Global pricing strategies

Global vs. local pricing strategies

• Standard world prices - ethnocentric strategy

• Market differentiated prices - polycentric approach

• Modified pricing policy - geocentric approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with other aspects of the marketing mix the issue of whether firms should adopt a standardised world price or charge differential prices adapted to each market is much debated in marketing. The arguments for standardisation such as increased mobility, increased economic integration, closer communication and particularly the advent of the internet lead theorists to predict that firms will find it increasingly difficult to charge different prices in different markets.  However advocates for differential pricing argue that external factors such as taxes, tariffs, exchange rate fluctuations, differing consumer preferences and different consumer behaviour will impact on the pricing decision preventing standardisation. Standard world prices Setting a standard world price at headquarters and applying it to all international markets.This approach ignores the competitive environment in each country. Market-differentiated prices A different price for each product in each country.Reflects political, legal, competitive and cultural factors found in each country. Modified pricing policy A combination of the previous two approaches.Acknowledges the global strategic objectives of the firm as well as country differences when pricing goods and services.



Transfer pricing

• Refers to the practice of pricing products among units within the 
multinational corporation.

• Does not happen with simple exporting
• Happens with FDI - firm has divisions operating overseas
• Multinationals are able to exert a huge influence on the global 

economy
• May lead to international competitive advantage.

• Motives for transfer pricing include:

• taxation related motives

• internal management-oriented

• international- or operational-oriented.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transactions between associated companies, including with joint venture companies, raises the issue of transfer pricing. Transfer pricing can give rise to the shifting of profits from high tax to low tax countries by way of low prices, low interest rates on borrowed funds, high management fees, royalties and technology transfer agreements. Countries such as the USA, and now Australia, are becoming increasingly aggressive on transfer pricing. If you are involved with transactions between associated companies then transfer pricing is an issue which needs to be managed (with careful documentation). Apart from the taxation aspects of transfer pricing, consideration also needs to be given to the motivational impact on managers in the supplying unit - that is, will transfer pricing make them more or less interested in getting international sales? If motivation is tied to profit, then interest may decline. However, if motivation is tied to other performance targets, such as sales volume, market share, productivity, and so forth, then transfer pricing may be less of a motivational issue. 



Transfer pricing strategies

• Sale at the local manufacturing cost
• Sale at local manufacturing cost plus a standard mark-up
• Sale at the cost of the most efficient producer in the company 

plus a standard mark-up
• Sale at negotiated prices based on those prevailing in the 

foreign market 
• Arm’s length sale using the same prices as quoted to 

independent customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transfer pricing is often cited as one of the main reasons for disputes between governments and international firms.Many governments, in particular Australia, are increasing their regulation and enforcement to reduce the impact of MNCs and transfer pricing on our economy.



EFFECTIVE INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second part of this Topic investigates distribution strategies and issues for international marketing.



Learning objectives

• Explain the role of distribution in the international marketing mix
• Compare alternative international channels of distribution
• Distinguish between the alternative distribution strategies 

available to the international marketer
• Discuss techniques for managing distribution channels in new 

markets
• Understand how differences in wholesaling and retailing 

internationally impact on other elements of the distribution 
channel

• Examine the impact of physical distribution in international 
marketing on international competitiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After studying this part of the Topic, you should be able to:



Introduction

Managing international distribution
• Requires effective in-market presence through careful 

understanding of channel stages

• Can provide competitive advantage

Control difficult to maintain internationally
• Relationship opportunities - long term benefits

• Legal relationships - useful and/or difficult to terminate or 
change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distribution channels in international marketing can be a basic source of competitive advantage on the one hand and a cause of problems on the other. This is because small exporters have difficulty in establishing effective channels to distribute their products in the foreign market and because the headquarters of transnational firms often fail to understand that channels differ from country to country. In addition, channels involve relationships, and skill at managing these relationships will determine the success of firms’ international marketing efforts. They also often involve long-term legal commitments and obligations to another party in another country that can be difficult to terminate or change. It is important that the right distribution channels be established in an international market because when goods cross borders title is transferred to persons in another country, control is more difficult to exercise and the competitive environment is fiercer. Distribution channels in international marketing can be of varying length as indicated 



Role of channel intermediaries

• Coordinating buyer demand with product availability

• Facilitating negotiation between exporter and importer

• Protecting both buyer and seller from opportunistic behaviour by 
establishing trust

• Reducing transaction costs

• Matching buyers and sellers 

• Facilitating transactions by providing relevant information 

• Providing physical distribution/logistical support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International channels of distribution are characterised by intermediaries who perform a number of functions including those listed here. Note the potential for complementarities of the different distribution functions



Long versus short channels of distribution



International channels of distribution: Overview

• Use of an export intermediary

• Direct export

• Exporting intellectual content

• Manufacture internationally

• Strategic alliances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of different forms by which products can be entered into international markets. These have already been discussed in Chapter 7 as far as their implications for market entry are concerned. The following slides explore these options in more depth for distribution.



International channels of distribution
Using an export intermediary - at home

• Use an export distributor - title
• Export agent - no title
• Overseas buying office in Australia – title

Direct exporting
• Overseas agent - handles various functions, 

no title

Sales or marketing subsidiary 
• ‘Agency function’ - closer to customer, control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use of an export intermediaryExport intermediaries can be export merchants. These merchants, based in Australia or New Zealand, for example, buy the goods from the local firm and ship them to customers offshore. The merchant takes title to the goods and the sale in this instance is like a domestic sale.With the export agent, the agent sells goods in the international market on behalf of the Australian or New Zealand producer and receives a commission on the sale, although it does not take title to the goods. International firms also establish buying offices in Australia or New Zealand and these offices take title to the goods at the time of purchase and usually are responsible for shipment of the goods to their overseas headquarters or affiliates. In all cases where an export intermediary is involved, the producer has little influence over the final price or control over the marketing of the products internationally. The benefit is that the producer does not have to spend time developing a new international market.Another form of indirect export is ‘piggybacking’. Here a manufacturer uses its established distribution network in a foreign country to sell another company’s product range along with its own. Usually a non-competitive product, the additional item often fleshes out the product range that the established exporter is able to offer in the market.Direct exporting - The most common form of market entry for Australian and New Zealand firms is through the appointment of an agent or distributor. The manufacturer is responsible for organising initial market contact, market research, physical distribution, export documentation and pricing. The advantages are not only direct contact with the foreign market, but also increased control, improved marketing information and acquisition of international marketing expertise. Often an agent is appointed who then appoints distributors or sub-distributors according to the established practice in the international market. Agents represent the company in a defined territory and receive a commission on sales made. A sales or marketing subsidiary in the new market performs agency functions and may sell direct or through a network of distributors depending on the nature of the market. The sales/marketing subsidiary enables the firm to get closer to the customer and have more control over what happens in the market than direct export to an agent internationally. However, maintaining international offices is very expensive and involves more management time.





International channels of distribution (cont.)

Distributor
• Purchases product, more independent
• Organised along product lines
• Provides complete marketing services

Exporting intellectual content
• Licensing
• Franchising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DistributorsA form of direct export, where the manufacturer forms an agreement with a distributor with established channels to customers in the new market. They tend to buy the product from the manufacturer, reducing risk. Often these distributors are organised around a product category such as automotive parts or grocery items. They undertake to complete all marketing activities in the new market for the products. This does lead to some loss of control on the part of the manufacturer, balancing the reduced risk.Exporting intellectual content p.581This takes two forms: licensing – involves another party to manufacture the firm’s product on the firm’s behalffranchising – is similar to licensing but involves another party overseas to use the firm’s total business systems (manufacturing through to retailing).With both forms of distribution based on intellectual property, the firm runs the risk of being ‘ripped off’ unless it sets a minimum amount for royalty payments and establishes a system for monitoring turnover. Another risk is that the transfer of intellectual property can result in the Asia–Pacific firm ‘cloning a future competitor’.





International channels of distribution (cont.)

Manufacturing overseas 
• Overseas assembly

• Contract manufacturing in foreign market

• Joint ventures

• Acquisition - existing operation or greenfield investment

• Strategic alliances

All subject to government requirements
• Local content, management, labour, control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacture overseas can take a number of different forms, with the normal tradeoffs regarding commitment, risk and control.  Assembly - Involves shipping the raw materials overseas where the product is then assembled into its final marketable form.  Often takes place in a Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ). Savings that can accrue from using a FTZ include: inventory, goods for re-export, components for processing into finished goods and sale in the domestic market. Contract manufacture - When an overseas firm produces goods for the Australian firm, but has no title or rights to the output, the marketing of the product remains the responsibility of the Australian firm. The overseas contract manufacturer is paid for the manufacturing process. Joint ventures  occur when to or more parties join forces to manufacture and market a product overseas. Involves the sharing of resources, risk and profit. Usually occurs because each party to the joint venture brings their own expertise and uses/shares the expertise of the other party (and vice versa). Acquisition - Involves the purchase partly or wholly of an existing operation, or building a manufacturing and/or distribution facility from scratch. A very resource-intensive method for accessing and entering international markets. Strategic alliances - Another method of distributing products internationally. They cover a range of non-equity contractual arrangements, often between competitors in different countries.





Distribution criteria

• Structure
• Length, 

• width, 

• density, 

• alignment, and 

• logistics

• Availability of channels, or availability of desired 
channels

• Cultural issues 
• relationship between psychic distance and 

commitment of resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure of channels requires managers to make decisions about:LengthRefers to the number of levels necessary to have in the distribution channel overseas. The more economically developed the country, the fewer channels required.Width - This is determined by the number of each type of intermediary in the channel.Density - Refers to the exposure or coverage desired for the product to achieve profitable penetration of the overseas market.Alignment - Refers to the extent of coordination between members of the channel so as to achieve a uniform and integrated approach in getting the product to the final consumer.Logistics - Refers to the physical transfer of the good from the manufacturing plant in, for example, Australia to the consumer in the overseas market.Availability of channels Distribution channel structures employed in the domestic market may differ from those available and employed in international markets.It is important to establish from the outset whether the channel that is desired in the overseas market actually exists or exists in the form desired by the international marketing firm.Another important issue is whether the available distribution channels overseas are handling competitor product.What if the available channel members overseas refuse to distribute your product when approached?Cultural issues Distribution channels are designed to bridge the gap between Australian sellers and overseas buyers. There are two main dimensions: the physical distance between buyer and sellerthe attitudinal (or psychic distance) distance between buyer and seller.Attitudinal distance is usually based upon risk and lack of knowledge of the overseas firm and its products.Where attitudinal distance is considered by the international marketer to be great, the use of local intermediaries is advisable.



Distribution criteria

• Government and legal constraints 
• impact the design of the channel and influence channel 

activities

• Commercial and environmental constraints 
• availability and functions of intermediaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government and legal constraints Government regulations can affect the design of the channel.These regulations differ from one country to the next.Channel activities are also regulated by governments (e.g. pricing of goods for sale).Commercial and environmental constraints Distribution channels may differ because of a number of commercially related factors. Key issues include:customer orientation determines which channel designthe breadth of product lines carried by proposed intermediaries is also importantcosts and margins levied by international intermediaries will differ on a per country basisthe extent to which existing channel members in a country are contractually committed to distributing competitor’s goods and services.It is important that the structure of distribution channels is considered in advance of entering an international market because, once put in place, distribution structures are difficult to change and a wrong decision may have long-lasting negative consequences.



A typology of channel systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The  typology outlines  the necessary degree of commitment between supplier and intermediary under different situations.Kim and Frazier (1997) have developed a typology for the necessary degree of commitment between supplier and intermediary under different situations. They contrast the circumstance of high versus low environmental uncertainty with both the extent to which intermediaries add value to the finished product in the hands of overseas customers (low value added versus high value added) and the degree to which the intermediary can replace the Asia–Pacific firm as a supplier. An adaptation of their typology is shown in Figure 16.3.This typology can assist the firm in developing a strategy for deciding on the relationship that it needs to establish with a potential intermediary. It involves balancing a realistic perception of the relative strengths of both itself and the international intermediary with the degree of uncertainty in the international environment.



Distribution systems planning factors

• Distribution the major link between firm and its customers

• Takes considerable time and capital to build and is not easily 
changed

• Structure influences both the market segments that can be 
reached and the ability to execute marketing strategies

• Influences companies’ ability to penetrate new overseas 
markets or expand existing ones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The specific factors to be considered when planning the distribution system should take into account the following:• a distribution system is the major link between a company and its customers• a distribution system takes considerable time and capital to build and is not changed easily• the way the distribution system is structured will have a strong influence on both the market segments that can be reached and the ability to execute certain marketing strategies, and• the distribution system influences companies’ ability to penetrate new overseas markets or expand existing ones.



Distribution strategies: Issues

Costs:
• Set up
• Maintaining channel
• Maintaining inventory
• Intermediary can reduce costs of set up –

but greater power can lead to greater costs

Control:
• Intermediary - strength of relationship
• The longer the distribution channel - control
• Local sales office raises control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost In deciding on the distribution strategy, costs play a part.Costs can be measured in managerial time or financial outlay.Costs associated with establishing an overseas distribution channel include travel, negotiation and appointment of channel members.Maintenance costs, once the distribution channel is functioning, are also important to monitor. Control There is a trade-off between level of control over the marketing and distribution function and commitment of resources towards these activities.The greater the control over the distribution of the product in the international environment, the greater the resources required by the international firm.



Distribution strategies: Issues (cont.)

Commitment: 
• Degree and manner to cover the overseas market
• Use Multiple intermediaries vs. one intermediary

Nature of the market:
• Economic health/uncertainty - agent vs. FDI
• Structure and availability of channels -

existence of, controlled, 
sophisticated vs. developing countries

• Customer purchasing characteristics -
bridge physical and psychic distance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commitment Commitment affects distribution strategy. Commitment affects the degree and manner in which the overseas market is covered by the channel member(s).Alternatives are:distribute the product through the largest number of intermediaries to a large number of segmentsselect one segment and employ a small number of intermediaries to reach that segmentselect multiple segments and only one or several intermediariesselect one intermediary to cover all segments.A single agent may be a better strategy when entering a new market because:single representation eliminates confusion among buyersthe larger volume represented by the sole agent may attract larger distributors. Nature of the market Key factors to consider include:economic health of the countrypolitical mood of the countryconsumer characteristics of the overseas countrymarket potential in the overseas country.



Distribution strategies: Issues (cont.)

Nature of the good/service:
• Tangibility
• Degree of standardisation
• Extent of perishability
• Servicing requirements
• Unit price
• Industrial goods
• Types of services - direct vs. indirect channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nature of the product/service Key issues include product attributes such as the:degree of adaptation/customisation/modification of the productextent of perishability or bulk of the productservicing requirements associated with the productunit price of the product as high-price units are more likely to be sold direct to end users or customers. These product attributes affect both:channel designtransportation and warehousing requirements.



Distribution strategies: Issues (cont.)

Objectives of the firm:
• Design distribution channel to implement objectives of the 

firm
• Objectives - profitability and market share
• International channels may change over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objectives of the firm The distribution strategy chosen for the overseas markets:must reflect the overall corporate strategy of the firmmust be consistent with the objectives and strategies for the other international marketing mix elements. 



Selection
• How are similar 

products distributed?
• Size of agent
• Define and build 

relationship first

Appointment 
• Use an agreement
• Importance of original 

agreement
• Representation rights
• Time period
• Range of your 

products vs. 
competitors

Managing distribution: 
Agents and distributors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fragmentation of distribution channels in some countries, particularly developing ones, can cause inefficiencies. Thus managing the overseas distribution is critical to success. Important points to consider are:Selection Selection is a crucial activity as the agent is the face of the manufacturer in overseas markets. Other points include:the size of the potential intermediary is usually matched with that of the Australian firm conducting the export activityit is important to establish the level of experience potential intermediaries have had in handling similar products in the overseas country (or countries) of choicewhat existing relationships do potential channel members have in the overseas markets?what is the potential channel member’s approach to marketing and promoting the product overseas?  Appointment An agreement between the manufacturer and the intermediary should specify which products will be represented and the boundaries of the area which the intermediary will represent the firm.Is the agreement an exclusive agreement or can the channel members handle competing products?Will the intermediary have rights to distribute the product nationally or within specified geographic regions (e.g. states and territories) of a nation?



Managing distribution: Sources of agents in foreign 
markets

• Chambers of commerce
• Industry journals
• Trade commissioners – e.g., Austrade
• Trade displays
• Online - search



Managing distribution: Communication and 
motivation

Communication and control
• Maintain communication
• Maintain appropriate communication channels, 

regular visits
• Create positive operating climate - long term relationship 

Motivation and termination
• Create strong loyalty throughout distribution network
• Remunerate appropriately for the task 
• Clear and specific performance measures
• Training and development
• Grounds for termination – upfront, reputation affect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication and control This phase of the activity aims to create a positive operating climate so as to improve the chances of a long-term relationship.Once appointed there should be regular visits by the manufacturer to the intermediary.It is also important to bring the intermediary to the home/domestic country shortly after the appointment so that they can see the how the product is manufactured, marketed and distributed locally. Motivation and termination It is important to create strong loyalty throughout the international distribution channel.This loyalty increases the likelihood of a long-term ‘win-win’ relationship.The manufacturer must establish from the outset clear measures of how an intermediary’s performance will be measured and what remedial action will be taken, if necessary, to rectify poor performance.Tact is necessary if the international channel agreement has to be terminated, i.e. cultural sensitivities must be acknowledged.Sufficient warning is usually required between when the termination of the distribution agreement is announced and the time the two parties actually split. 



Wholesalers
• Undertake purchasing, selling, transportation, storage, financing, and 

information gathering
• Play important role in developing countries –

finance the flow of goods
• Operations vary substantially across countries
• Services provided depend on the nature of the competition

Retailers
• Operations vary considerably between countries
• Level of economic development influences retailing practices and 

pattern of retailing
• Concentration of population

Wholesaling and retailing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditionally, wholesaling and retailing have been the next stages in the distribution channel for consumers but this pattern is changing in many countries. Wholesaling - undertake purchasing, selling, storage, transportation and financing on behalf of the international marketer. The size of wholesaling operations vary substantially from one country to the next. The quality of service provided by a wholesaler relates to the size of the wholesaler, especially in developing countries where smaller wholesalers may have limited capital and less know-how. The service provided by a wholesaler depends on the nature of competition in the overseas market. Retailing Retailing operations vary considerably on a per country basis in terms of:size of outletspopulation servedthe role of retailing in the social life of the country.Retailing practices are influenced by the stage of economic development of the country:the larger the retailer, the more likely they are to carry inventory, and this is less likely to lead to stock shortageslegislation in each country affects retailing (e.g. trading hours, trading days, and so on)legislation in each country affects the level of foreign ownership of the retail operations that is permitted.



International wholesaling and retailing examples

Harvey Norman’s 10th Malaysian storeHarvey Norman’s 14th Irish store

Croatian promo Slovenian promo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HARVEY Norman, a retail chain selling electronics, computers, furniture and bedding products, celebrated its 10th store in Malaysia 25/7/2012 http://www.starproperty.my/index.php/articles/property-news/harvey-norman-opens-its-10th-store-with-special-promotions-and-offers/One special strength of Harvey Norman is its omnichannel strategy to approaching customers. That means that the company grabs customers by nearly any means possible: its website, physical stores and kiosks, social media, mobile devices, smart televisions, catalogues, and marketing via radio, television, magazines and billboards, to name just a few channels. At the end of 2011, Harvey Norman held 216 franchised complexes throughout Australia, trading under the brand names Harvey Norman with 185 complexes, Domayne with 16 complexes and Joyce Mayne with 15 complexes. Locations in other countries include 31 stores in new Zealand, 14 stores in ireland, 13 stores in singapore, seven stores in Malaysia, five stores in slovenia and two stores in northern ireland. “In October of last year, we entered the Croatian market with our first store in the capital Zagreb,” the managing director adds. http://www.european-business-journal.com/Harvey-Norman-Trading-d.o.o/portrait/48065





• Within the marketing mix and the debate on 
standardisation vs. differentiation, distribution 
receives the least attention

• Most believe distribution cannot be standardised

• There are two aspects to standardisation:
• Process standardisation - development of uniform 

management practices
• Program standardisation - development of a uniform 

marketing mix for all international markets

Global distribution issues: Standardisation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See the Reading by Dimitrova & Rosenbloom (2010).process standardisation – refers to the development of uniform management practices. Experience indicates that it is easier to standardise global planning and decision making than it is to standardise the global marketing mix.program standardisation – refers to the development of a uniform marketing mix for all international markets.As far as distribution is concerned, while it may be possible to standardise aspects of process such as types and numbers of intermediaries, difficulties are more likely to arise with program standardisation due to the influence of both culture and tradition on distribution channels internationally. To achieve the greatest practical degree of standardisation for distribution channels, the factors relating to the firm, its objectives and the distinctive features of the foreign market should be consciously taken into account.



Global distribution issues: Grey markets

Grey market:
• Involves unauthorised distributors that 

circumvent authorised channel arrangements by 
buying the firms products in low price countries 
and selling them in high price countries at lower 
prices 

Takes three forms:
• Parallel importation
• Re-importation
• Lateral importation

iPhone 6 preorders on Taobao for import into China

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A grey market is unauthorised distribution into an external market and can take three forms:parallel importation—export of the product to one of the product’s existing export markets by a party other than the manufacturerre-importation—importing the product back into the home marketlateral importation—moving a product from one international market to another (Assmus and Wise 1995).Most commonly it involves unauthorised distributors circumventing authorised channel arrangements by buying a firm’s products in low-price countries (usually from authorised distributors in that country) and selling them in high-price countries at prices lower than those offered by authorised members of the distribution channel. The goods involved are genuine branded merchandise and not counterfeit goods. When faced with a grey market situation, many manufacturers do nothing because the cost of litigation is likely to be very expensive and judgments difficult to obtain, especially if the suit is bought in another country where the action is not viewed as intrinsically illegal. In addition, legal challenges involving grey marketing have mostly failed in the courts. An alternative to seeking legal redress is to change marketing mix strategies. Changing the product strategy can involve localising the product for the specific international market. The manufacturer can change pricing to authorised distributors in different countries to minimise price differences between markets and/or change discount strategies to reduce overstocking. Changing the distribution strategy may involve refusal to supply dealers that stock the grey market product, or refusal to honour warranties on products distributed via grey market channels.Growth in the use of the internet will further add to the unofficial channels being used because manufacturers and users can transact directly via the World Wide Web.In many developing countries, black markets exist although there are many shades of black.



Physical distribution: Customer service

The level of customer service provided tends to be lower 
in international markets

• Geographic distance
• Greater possibility of mistakes
• Inadequate packaging
• Transportation delays
• Custom clearance problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Physical distribution is the means by which products are made available to customers where and when they want them. Key components include:Customer service Customer service can be subjective hence it is not usually desirable for the firm to maintain the same level of customer service in each international market.The level of customer service provided in international markets is usually lower than that of the domestic market because of:geographic distance – difficult to provide the same level of service if you don’t have the same level of resources and experience as in the home marketthe greater possibility of making mistakes – cultural distance will make this more likely, but it may also be due to political/legal differences, economic situation variance, or competitive issuesPackaging – if this is inadequate for the protection of the product during transport, there may be greater issues with faulty or damaged goods being delivered to customerstransportation delays – the greater distance and the need to load and unload a variety of transport modes can cause issuescustoms clearances – may take more time due to lower efficiencies, political/legal issues such as quarantine inspectionsIt is important to set customer expectations at the level the firm is able to consistently supply service. It is better to underpromise and over-deliver than to overpromise (e.g. 3 day delivery) and under-deliver (e.g. 2 week delivery)



Physical distribution: Packaging and protection

• The usual problems are compounded due to external 
times and the distance travelled by exported products

• Scope for pilfering is greater
• Greater distances and the more stages involved in transit 

leads to greater the possibility of damage
• Goods travel through different climatic zones - increasing 

potential damage due to heat, rain, 
or cold 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The greater the geographic distance between the export country and the import destination country, the greater the chance that goods will be damaged in transit or pilfered (a polite term for stealing).Climatic conditions affect the way the products are packaged.Transportation in some developing countries is poor thus damaging consignments in transit to the customer.The photo shows honey in different bulk packages.



Physical distribution: Transportation

• Choice of  transportation mode an important issue

• Goods are transported from:
• Factory to port of shipment
• Australian port to overseas port
• From point of arrival from the foreign country to the 

customer

• Nature of the product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Choice of mode of transportation is an issue that often does not receive sufficient attention. This can be broken up into its different stages:Transport of goods from factory to port of shipment. Other shipment stages and modes might dictate the type of outer packaging and whether containers are used, even if not required, for transport to the docks.Transport from home port to international port. Careful analysis needs to be undertaken as to the relative cost of air versus sea. Although airfreight rates are usually more expensive, they may have a lower overall impact on costs. This is because the period for insurance coverage is less and the opportunity cost of funds tied up in goods in transit is lower. In addition, there is greater value due to increased customer satisfaction because transit time is shorter and goods can be delivered nearer to inland customers by air than by sea, thus reducing inland transport costs.Transportation of goods from point of arrival in the foreign country to the customer. Transportation infrastructure within a country varies considerably from truck and rail (e.g. in the USA) to barge (in parts of Thailand) to handcart and bullock dray (in the Indian subcontinent).Another factor influencing the selection of transport mode is the nature of the product. If the product is a spare part, then the cost of machine or plant lying idle is far greater than the difference between air and sea freight rates. If the article is perishable, as with vegetables, then air may be the only feasible transport mode. In some cases, if the shipment is small, air will be cheaper because of the larger minimum quantities required for sea shipment. Freight rates are influenced by the nature of the demand for cargo. If the demand is seasonal or irregular, then rates will be higher and if the flow of goods between the domestic market and other countries is mostly one way, then rates are likely to be higher because there is no ‘backloading’ cargo available (as is the case with most countries in the Middle East).



Physical distribution: Transportation

Decision on transportation mode dependent on:
• Availability of transport, cost of alternatives
• Distance to location
• Value of shipment, nature of the product

• Frequency of shipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As far as the specific methods of transport are concerned, the main ones are Road. This is very efficient for short hauls of goods with high value, and this mode has the virtue that the goods can be delivered direct to the customer’s premises. Problems arise when the goods have to cross national boundaries as border controls are time consuming and, on occasion, sea crossings are involved as the truck moves from one road system to another. In developing countries road surfaces are often poor with resulting damage to the goods.Water. The key mode for transport of goods from country to country, sea transport provides a low-cost means to transport bulky products such as iron ore and petroleum. It is also a convenient means of carrying general cargoes in containers, which reduce the risk of pilfering. Water transport is slow and subject to delays caused by weather. And it needs to be combined with other transport modes to achieve door-to-door delivery.Air. Airfreight can be used to get goods to most countries and there has been a huge growth in the volume of international cargo during recent decades. Air cargo is the fastest form of transport and is particularly useful for high-value goods and spare parts. Offsetting the higher freight rates is the opportunity cost savings due to the goods being in transit for a much shorter period of time. In addition, goods sent by air do not require the same strength of packaging as do many sea consignments.Rail. Rail is a good method for transporting bulky goods over long distances and the increasing use of containers has led to a multi-modal concept whereby rail is combined with road or sea to achieve more efficient transportation. The decision as to which transportation mode to use is contingent on the following (Hollensen 2004):cost of different transport alternativesdistance to the locationnature of the productfrequency of the shipmentvalue of the shipmentavailability of transport. 



• Facilities can be set up by firms in the foreign market
• Alternatively facilities can be provided by others in the 

distribution channel
• Size requirements and storage practices for products in 

warehouses vary
• Location and transportation distances from port to airport vary

Physical distribution: Warehousing and storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warehousing and storage facilities can be set up by the exporting firm in the foreign market or provided by others in the distribution channel. If the latter is the case, the nature of warehousing in the other country needs to be investigated in advance because it can impact on the strength and design of packaging. Size requirements and storage practices for products in warehouses vary as do location and transportation distances from port or airport. One aspect of relevance is the availability of foreign trade zones (FTZs) where, prior to duty being paid, goods can be stored, repackaged into smaller containers for in-country shipment or assembled from shipped components and relabelled. It is only when goods leave the FTZ to be sold elsewhere in the country that they become liable to local tariffs and taxes.



Physical distribution: Documentation

The most important documents that should accompany a 
shipment include:
• Export declaration
• Bill of lading
• Commercial invoice
• Certificate of origin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Physical distribution of products in global markets is complicated by the need for considerable documentation. The most important documents that should accompany a shipment are:export declaration—used for statistical purposes by government to keep track of the value and volume of goods being exported from the countrybill of lading—acknowledges receipt of goods by the carrier and serves as proof of ownershipcommercial invoice—describes in detail the goods sold and the conditions accompanying the sale, andcertificate of origin—specifies the exact origin of the goods and is used by the customs authority at the point of importation for specifying the applicable tariff.



Physical distribution: Documentation

Two groups of specialist firms have arisen to facilitate 
transactions:
• Customs brokers
• Freight forwarders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Freight forwarders (also known as consolidators) can either arrange to forward a shipment from the point of origin of the goods to the consumer in the other country or book space on the transportation carrier. Freight forwarders can attend to matters such as documentation, export inspection, arranging insurance and booking space on all transport modes involved in the shipment. Furthermore, the freight forwarder is able to consolidate shipments from a number of exporters and obtain a much better rate than if each firm’s products were shipped individually.







Physical distribution: Internet

Potential increased levels of efficiency 

Changes to the configuration of the value chain including a de-
linking of value creation from location

Cost impacts
• Inventory: reduction due to centralisation 
• Order handling: reduction when shifted to low labour cost areas
• Transportation: tends to be more expensive due to distances 

involved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With e-business the distribution value chain can differ widely depending on the configuration of the value chain and the level of sourcing. Specific areas of difference are that e-business companies may ship small shipments to individual customers, so that warehousing and consolidation operations may not be required. The ‘last mile’ is a common problem for online retailers who have to transport items to individual consumers (Lee and Whang 2001). This customised distribution element is the most costly and the most difficult to organise efficiently, particularly in foreign markets where postal or courier services are unreliable.Costs most likely to be affected by differences in the configuration of the value chain for bricks-and-mortar businesses and e-business companies are:Inventory costs. While with bricks-and-mortar firms some inventory needs to be located at a physical store location, e-business companies can hold inventory at a more centralised location or even not take possession of the inventory until the order arrives.Order-handling costs. Although bricks-and-mortar firms offer a greater variety to choose from, order costs will be greater for e-business firms because the handling of individual customer orders is labour intensive. As a result, e-business firms may shift their distribution centres to low-labour-cost countries.Transportation costs. E-business firms are involved in delivering product from the manufacturing facility to the customer. As the distance from distribution centre to customer is greater and the volume of product smaller with e-business companies, transportation costs are likely to be higher.The internet involves a de-linking of value creation from location and this affects the motivation to locate value-adding activities in different parts of the world. There are two elements of the impact of the internet on choice of international location:digitisation of value-adding content and deliverythe ability of the internet to form at low cost an electronic network that connects various corners of the world.



Next Week

Lecture: International Promotion Strategies

Readings:
Chapter 15 Fletcher & Crawford 2013
See Interact
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